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Climate change is one of the underlying causes of disaster risks. In recent years, with the
effect of climate change, there has been an increase in the number of meteorological, climatic
and hydrological disasters and the damage they cause.

Preventing people from being adversely affected by climate change raises the importance of
the adaptation process to climate change. Various studies are carried out to reduce the
harmful effects of climate change and to be ready for this expected change. While some
regions are less affected by climate change, some regions suffer high losses.

Project Information

Project Rationale

It is to raise awareness of youth workers about the impact of human factor in the occurrence of
meteorological, hydrological and climatic disasters (predictable disasters) caused by climate
change, and to increase their competence in minimizing the damage to nature and the
environment in their work with young people and contributing to the prevention or minimization
of these disasters.



In this context, this project;

- informing youth workers in different countries about foreseeable disasters

- to comprehend the relationship between disasters and climate change

- to develop skills in designing workshops, taking into account the experiential learning methodology in

combating the climate crisis

- to increase the quality of the work they will do with young people on the fight against the climate crisis

- It is aimed to enable youth workers to network and cooperate in the fight against the climate crisis,

which is not a local but a universal problem.

The project was carried out in Ankara on 17-20 October 2022 for 4 days with the participation of 18

youth workers from 9 different countries in order to provide diversity and enrich the educational

environment with experience sharing. The average age is 25.2. 10 women and 8 men participated.

(Participants are people selected according to selection criteria. Criteria

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Xto0rVmu7SpcFMiSrGVCCL5hDGx9cVFz?usp=sharing)

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Xto0rVmu7SpcFMiSrGVCCL5hDGx9cVFz?usp=sharing


Before going into the subject of climate change, ANKARA SOCIAL SCIENCES UNIVERSITY Lecturer Prof.

Dr. Our teacher Aslı AKAY held our online meeting titled Climate Change and Youth in the World, Climatic

terms and gave information to our youth workers. (For those who are curious about watching online

meetings and presentation files)

 https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Ip5LvBceLJyHFqmRKo8q9TQ-45Jos3Re?usp=share_link) 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Ip5LvBceLJyHFqmRKo8q9TQ-45Jos3Re?usp=share_link


Pre-test results before the start of the project
To the test given to youth workers working in different fields

- 45% of youth workers said they heard the word climate change before 2010 and 55% after.

-61% live close to nature and 39% live away from nature

-66% of them work to live in harmony with nature,

-89% of them spend time with nature,

-72.2% of them pay attention to the use of water,

-44.4% prefer green transportation by bus, 11.1% by train, 27.8% by walking

-90% have a piece of nature in their home (plant),

-80% have observed fire, flood, earthquake, landslide, storm and air pollution,

- Having knowledge about climatological, hydrological and meteorological disasters,

-33% of them do not have any knowledge about carbon footprint,

-70% of them faced the disaster directly,

-83% of them are not prepared for disaster,

- They do not have sufficient knowledge about pre-disaster education,

-33% of them informed that they are a system corruption, 66% of them informed that it might

happen,

detected.

As a result, it has been determined that the youth workers seen in the pre-test have feelings

about climate change, but they have not done any research on the concepts of predictable

disasters and pre-disaster and they have a high interest in the subject. It was an exciting start in

our project.





On the first day of the project, energizers and name games for getting to know each other were
applied.
For the continuation of the organization and cooperation, the introduction of partner organizations
took place.
For group dynamics, a treasure hunt modified according to climate change was carried out.
Afterwards, the participants were divided into 4 groups to discuss the terminology of disaster and
climate change in order to introduce the basic concepts related to the Project topic. Afterwards, a
presentation and information sessions were held to create a common understanding on the
concepts.
The basic concepts were “disaster, natural disaster, human-caused disaster, acute natural
disaster, disaster vulnerability, global warming, renewable energy, carbon foot print”. 





On the second day of the Project, more detailed sessions were
realised for determining the reasons and affects of disaster types on
human life, under the titles of hydrology, meteorology and climatology.
The participants also brought photos of disasters occured in their
countries.  Afterwards, more focus has been adressed to “climate
change” by role playing on making the climate crisis worse. In line with
this activity, participants defined a “to do list” for reducing the
individual effect on climate change, which would be the base for the
workshops to be prepared. They looked into good practices on
awareness raising activities for climate change in their countries and
shared ideas with each other. 

Less consumption
Zero-waste concept
Reducing food waste and composting
Re-usable, long-lasting items, second hand items
Producing instead of buying,
Buying from local market,
Being responsible,
Permaculture,
Walking more, biking more; using less vehicles,
Sorting waste, recycling at home,
Being aware of not wasting resources (shorter shower etc.)
Using less package,
Raising more awareness,
Use less electricity at home / energy saving and natüre friendly
products,
Using natural cleaning supplies and personal utilities, 
Less pesticide, 
Better isolation and alternatives resources for heating.   

       TO DO LIST FOR INDIVIDUALS:

The cultural night was organized by the participants for sharing their
cultural items and information with other participants. Karagöz Hacivat
and traditional puppet show was included in the Turkish part of the
intercultural night.



https://www.instagram.com/reel/Cj58LmKAj4l/?utm_source=ig_web_button_share_sheet


On the third day of the project, participants received
information on experiental learning, learning styles and
essential points for organizing workshops using
experiental learning. The received an outline for
workshops and divided into 3 groups for designing
awareness raising workshops for 3 different target
groups as “youngsters (high-school level) / adults (18-30
ages)/ general usage and digital media users”. The aim
of the workshop tools were defined as;
Raising awareness on climate change,
Giving information on the contepts of climate change,
Improving the target group for struggling with climate
change.

Afterwards, they planted trees in Atatürk Orman Çifliği and
received their participation certificates. Then, they have free
time for sightseeing in Ankara. During the evening, they
continued to design new workshops. 



https://www.instagram.com/reel/Cj8NhjRAu-C/?utm_source=ig_web_button_share_sheet


On the last day of the project, the participants gathered
to continue the participation of workshop designs.
Afterwards, they implement 3 different workshops to the
whole group. The trainer and project coordinator gave
feedbacks for the improvement of the workshop tools.
The tools may be seen below. 

Dissamination activities and new partnership ideas were
also developed during free space interactions among partner
organizations. 



https://www.instagram.com/reel/Cj-6b-IADGe/?utm_source=ig_web_button_share_sheet


https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1k372X7bebbAbPjQ926_bUq74xfVfx6ni?usp=sharing


 Network of Life

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Tsa_FPjpa-cAqUdqKX4Ks4JTNt0T-wRQ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Tsa_FPjpa-cAqUdqKX4Ks4JTNt0T-wRQ/view?usp=sharing




https://www.instagram.com/reel/Cj6AATju1WG/?utm_source=ig_web_button_share_sheet
https://www.instagram.com/globalmelting4/
https://www.instagram.com/globalmelting4/
https://www.instagram.com/globalmelting4/


https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BX4wb90dfgUnn1llWmPc7RxuuyOTbaoh/view?usp=sharing


https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1VHjSMywcWYOBNFuu3SeJhePreyJztlo8?usp=sharing




Youth workers in different countries were informed about foreseeable disasters. 

The relationship between disasters and climate change was comprehended.

Taking into account the experiential learning methodology in combating the climate crisis,

workshop design skills improved and 3 workshops were designed.

The quality of the work they will do with the youth on the fight against the climate crisis has

been increased.

An environment was created for youth workers to network and cooperate in the fight against

the climate crisis, which is not a local but a global problem.

More training and workshops within the scope of climate change awareness,

More attention should be paid to man-made disasters,

The issue of carbon footprint (especially in big cities) is important,

Everyone can fight for nature,

The importance of the words edible, sustainable,

We need to protect nature hand in hand without wasting time for the future,

Planting trees gives people happiness,

The pre-disaster is as important as the time of the disaster and after the disaster,

The dissemination of the applications to be made enables them to reach the beneficiaries

faster in digital environments,

Experiential learning is practical in gaining knowledge,

It has been revealed that there is only one world and we should not forget it.

GAİNS

RESULTS

         To summarize, the result of our Project is "EVERYTHING STARTS WITH ONE STEP"

As the days pass, we see that there is no one around us that is not directly or indirectly

affected by the climate. Awareness training on this issue should be accelerated without

wasting time. For example, while we were aiming for 18 people to reach 360 people in our

Project idea, we reached tens of thousands of people only on social media. If each individual

transfers it to one person, especially himself, we can easily gain this awareness.
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